Patient information sources when facing repair of abdominal aortic aneurysm
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Objective: Shared medical decision making is most important when there are competing options for repair such as in treatment of abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA). We sought to understand the sources of patients’ pre-existing knowledge about AAA to better inform treating physicians about patients’ needs for preoperative counseling.

Methods: We performed a multicenter survey of patients facing AAA repair at 20 Veterans Affairs hospitals across the United States as part of the Preferences for Open Versus Endovascular Repair of AAA study. A validated survey instrument was administered to examine the sources of information available and commonly used by patients to learn about their repair options. The survey was administered by study personnel before the patient had any interaction with the vascular surgeon because survey data were collected before the vascular clinic visit.

Results: Preliminary analysis of data from 99 patients showed that our cohort was primarily male (99%) and elderly (mean age 73 years). Patients commonly had a history of hypertension (86%), prior myocardial infarction (32%), diabetes (32%), and were overweight (58%). Patients arrived at their surgeon’s office appointment with limited information. A majority of patients (52%) reported that they had not talked to their primary care physician at all about their options for AAA repair, and one-half (50%) reported that their view of the different surgical options had not been influenced by anyone. Slightly less than one-half of patients reported that they did not receive any information about open surgical aneurysm repair and endovascular aortic aneurysm repair (41% and 37%, respectively). Few patients indicated using the internet as their main source of information about open surgical aneurysm repair and endovascular aortic aneurysm repair (10% and 11%, respectively).

Conclusions: Patients are commonly referred for AAA repair having little to no information regarding AAA pathology or repair options. Fewer than one in five patients searched the internet or had accessed other sources of information on their own. Most vascular surgeons should assume that patients will present to their first vascular surgery appointment with minimal understanding of the treatment options available to them. (J Vasc Surg 2020;71:497-504.)
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Abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) is the 14th leading cause of death among men older than age 60, and is a common condition among US veterans. Nearly 5000 patients undergo surgical repair of AAA each year in Veterans Affairs (VA) hospitals. Randomized trials, including the VA-based Open Versus Endovascular Repair trial, have shown endovascular abdominal aortic aneurysm repair (EVAR) is associated with lower perioperative morbidity and mortality when compared with traditional open surgical aneurysm repair (OAR). OAR is associated with fewer long-term complications, however, such as late aneurysm rupture and need for reintervention. Both repair modalities have been shown to have similar long-term survival. Given these tradeoffs, it is important to consider patient preference when deciding on AAA repair modality. Patient preference surrounding repair options for AAA is an area of ongoing study worldwide; however, the process of decision making and sources of information have not been well studied for patients in the United States, where EVAR use is most common when compared with other countries.

Shared decision making has been used extensively in other specialties to help patients make the best choices in accordance with their personal values. Patient involvement in the decision-making process has been shown to increase satisfaction, and can significantly influence the type of surgical intervention ultimately performed. One frequently used method of facilitating this involvement in a standardized way is through the use of decision aids. Research has shown that high-quality decision aids directly add value by creating more realistic expectations and improving agreement between values and choices. Decision aids also increase patient knowledge and reduce decisional conflict; however, the use of decision aids in the field of vascular surgery is not well described.

Treatment decisions for AAA must be aligned with individual patient values when clinical factors such as anatomy and comorbidities allow. For example, a patient for whom a rapid recovery is a priority and long-term durability is a lesser concern is likely to have a treatment preference that aligns with endovascular repair. Similarly, a patient who wishes to avoid the need for repeated follow-up appointments is likely to have a treatment preference that aligns with open surgical repair. Understanding a patient’s baseline level of knowledge is imperative in using shared decision making to arrive at the treatment modality best suited to the patient’s preferences and values. To that end, we sought to determine patients’ baseline knowledge about AAA treatment and the information sources they used to acquire this knowledge. Here, we describe a preliminary analysis related to patient information sources studied in the Preferences for Open Versus Endovascular Repair of AAA (PROVE-AAA) randomized trial. Primary aims of the PROVE-AAA trial include characterizing factors that contribute to patient preferences among aneurysm repair modalities, and determining whether the use of a validated decision aid can better align patient preferences with the repair type ultimately performed. Within that broader scope, this analysis focuses specifically on identifying sources of information patients have been exposed to before consultation with a vascular surgeon for AAA repair.

METHODS

Twenty VA Medical Centers and associated vascular surgery teams participated in this study. Study sites included only hospitals where both EVAR and OAR are commonly performed, and were selected to recruit a nationally representative sample population (Appendix 1, online only). Institutional review board approval was obtained at each local site as well as VA Central institutional review board. Sites were divided into a control arm and intervention arm via a stratified randomization scheme designed to minimize potential bias and ensure balance with regard to operative volume and complexity.

At each site, new AAA consultations were reviewed by a designated site study coordinator to identify patients with AAA measuring 5.0 cm in diameter or larger. The site’s principal investigator (attending vascular surgeon) then reviewed the imaging study and the patient’s electronic health record to ensure the patient was a candidate for both endovascular and open repair. Patients who were not potential candidates for both OAR and EVAR, or who had already undergone AAA repair, were excluded from the study.

Enrollment was capped at 12 patients per study site for a total enrollment goal of 240 study participants split evenly between the control and intervention arms of the study. Screening, informed consent, and enrollment were performed by a site study coordinator on the day of the patient’s scheduled appointment with the vascular surgeon (Fig 1).
Control and intervention site protocols. At control sites, the site study coordinator then administered a survey instrument comprising 31 questions assessing four major domains: Patient Information Sources, Patient Knowledge of the Decision, Understanding of Preferences, and Shared Decisions (Table I). The survey instrument was developed and validated by experts in survey research at the Picker Institute in England and, with their guidance, it was revised to use US English language at the eighth grade level (Appendix 2, online only).17

At intervention sites, the site study coordinator administered a presurvey comprising a single question evaluating the patient’s initial preference (if she or he had one). The patient was then provided with a decision aid describing the risks and choices involved in AAA treatment options. The decision aid used in this study was validated in prior studies in the National Health System7 and was adapted and tested for use in VA hospitals (Appendix 2, online only). After reviewing the decision aid, the patient was given a validated survey instrument functionally identical to the one used in the control arm of the study (Appendix 2, online only).

All study materials were administered in paper format with the help of site study coordinators to control for variation in availability of computers across sites. After completion of the study survey instruments, patients at both control and intervention sites underwent standard, outpatient vascular surgery consultation and proceeded with either aneurysm repair or observation and interval follow-up after their visit. All patient information was collected and deidentified as part of the study protocol and stored on secure central VA study servers. The full study design and administration have been previously published.16

### Table I. Domains and sample questions in our survey instrument

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major domains – objectives</th>
<th>Sample question (examples)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient information sources - To learn who provides knowledge and influences veterans about their AAA</td>
<td>Before you looked at your decision aid, who or what were the main sources of information about endovascular repair?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient knowledge of the decision - To learn how veterans understand their AAA and their options</td>
<td>Before you looked at your decision aid, would you say you had considered or not considered the options for repair?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding preferences - To understand the factors that veterans use to make their decisions</td>
<td>Open surgery involves an abdominal incision, after which you cannot lift heavy items for more than a month; the recovery time is shorter (1 to 2 weeks) for endovascular repair. How important to you is the duration of your recovery?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared decisions: The veteran collaboration and sharing the decision</td>
<td>The decision aid prepared me to talk to my hospital doctor or surgeon about what matters most to me (yes, to some extent, no, unsure).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AAA, Abdominal aortic aneurysm.

**Fig 1.** Study design for our study of preferences for abdominal aortic aneurysm repair type.
Survey questions related to the information source. The survey instrument administered at the time of enrollment for each patient contained several questions related to the sources of information the patient was exposed to before meeting with the vascular surgeon. These questions, shown in Figs 2 through 5, were integrated in the context of the central study survey instruments for patients at both control and intervention sites. These questions describe the type and nature of the information available to patients who are considering repair. Given that these questions did not relate to the central study question, the topic of patient information sources regarding aneurysm repair options was explored in this study before addressing the central PROVE-AAA study question related to the effect of decision aids on patient preferences for aortic aneurysm repair. Our site investigator committee reviewed the use of the information source questions and approved preliminary exploration of the study questions related to this topic.

RESULTS
The first 99 patients of the PROVE-AAA study were analyzed. This represents the cohort of patients enrolled in either the control or intervention group with survey data available for analysis as of August 31, 2018. Mean patient age was 73 years, gender was 99% male, and our
cohort was predominantly white (87%). Demographics, medical history, and risk factors of patients enrolled in the study were representative of patients facing aneurysm repair in the veteran population (Table II).2

Overall, 37% (n = 37) of patients reported that they did not receive any information at all about the options for EVAR, and 41% (n = 41) reported not receiving information about OAR. When asked about internet usage, 11% (n = 11) of patients reported using the internet as their main source of information about EVAR, and 10% (n = 10) used the internet to learn about OAR. Additionally, 17% (n = 17) of patients obtained their baseline knowledge about EVAR from their PCP, and 18% (n = 18) learned about OAR from their PCP. With regards to other sources, 16% (n = 16) of patients selected “other” as their primary source of information about EVAR and 17% (n = 17) selected this option for about OAR. Of those who made this selection, many indicated that a previous encounter with a vascular surgeon was their main source of information about EVAR or OAR (Figs 2 and 3).

When asked about interactions with their primary care physician, 52% (n = 52) of patients indicated that their primary care physician did not talk with them at all about their options for AAA treatment. 28% (n = 28) marked that they had talked to their doctor but still had unanswered questions, and 12% (n = 12) reported

---

**Fig 4.** Survey results assessing whether patient has spoken to primary care physician about treatment options.

![Survey results assessing whether patient has spoken to primary care physician about treatment options.](image)

**Fig 5.** Survey results assessing how patients’ views of treatment options have been influenced.

![Survey results assessing how patients’ views of treatment options have been influenced.](image)
having talked to their primary care physician “as much as I need to” (Fig 4). Regarding external influences, 50% (n = 50) of study participants reported that their views on the different surgical treatment options had not been influenced at all by anyone; 18% (n = 18) were unsure. A previous encounter with a surgeon had influenced 13% (n = 13) of study participants, family and friends influenced 12% (n = 12), and 11% (n = 11) of patients said that their primary care physician had influenced their views (Fig 5).

**DISCUSSION**

We administered a validated survey instrument to 99 patients facing AAA repair as part of a prospective, cluster-randomized, multicenter study investigating the influence of decision aid usage on preoperative shared decision making. The survey instrument was designed to measure patient preferences, values, and baseline information sources pertaining to AAA treatment modalities. We found that very few patients searched the internet for information before their vascular surgery appointment, and around one-half reported having no external influences at all. These findings imply that patients will frequently present to their initial encounter with a vascular surgeon having little to no understanding of AAA pathology or treatment.

Our study provides insight into sources of information commonly used by patients before their first meeting with a vascular surgeon. This was characterized for patients facing AAA repair in the United Kingdom in 2008, where a postal survey with 167 respondents showed that only 10% had discussed repair options with a doctor and 89% had not received any written information about EVAR or OAR. This area of inquiry has remained relatively underexplored in the United States in more recent times.

Perhaps most surprising is our finding that only 10% of patients facing AAA repair used the internet as a main source of information about OAR or EVAR. Patient consumption of online medical information is becoming more widespread across many age groups and demographics in the United States. For example, it is estimated that 15.1% to 47% of emergency department patients research symptoms online before seeking care. It has also been shown, however, that older patients are less likely to access online medical information, and this could be a factor in our results. Survey data from 32,139 adults in the 2011 National Health Interview Study showed that among those older than 60 years of age, only 16.71% reported searching the internet for health information. Although innovative technology-based forms of preoperative patient education have shown great promise in fields such as orthopedic, plastic, and urological surgery, they have not been studied as thoroughly for application in vascular surgery, where patients are frequently older and have more medical comorbidities. Vascular surgeons must take these factors into account when considering matters of patient education and counseling patients facing these important decisions.

Greater than one-half (52%) of our study participants reported not talking to their primary care physician at all about the potential treatment options, and slightly less than half received no written information about OAR or EVAR (41% and 37%, respectively). These findings have important implications for vascular surgeons, who regularly receive consultations from referring physicians for patients with AAA. Despite an extensive familiarity with our own specialty of the available treatment options for patients with AAA, vascular surgeons should not presume that patients, or their referring physicians, have the same a priori knowledge of the treatment options available, nor their advantages and disadvantages. Especially given the current debates about the long-term durability of endovascular repair, as well as current trends in the volumes of open surgical repair, a candid discussion with patients about their preferences for treatment options is a necessary component of an initial consultation when patients are referred for aneurysm treatment. For example, simply telling a patient “you are a good candidate for a stent” without soliciting the patient’s opinion about his or her ability to adhere to postoperative surveillance may create circumstances in which surgeon preferences and patient preferences are misaligned. As the sole arbiter of advanced vascular education and intervention for patients with aortic aneurysm, we believe excelling in aligning patient and surgeon preferences in AAA care is an important goal for vascular surgeons, and this process begins at the initial clinic visit. We hope that the results of this study will serve to more clearly define patients’ baseline level of knowledge and help vascular surgeons calibrate their patient education efforts in order to provide the best care possible.

Our study has several limitations. First, the veteran cohort studied herein does somewhat limit generalizability to the AAA population in total. There is a lack of diversity in our patient population, with this cohort exhibiting a higher proportion of male and white non-
Our study sites were, however, carefully selected to recruit a nationally representative sample of veterans. Second, patients who receive care through the VA are known to experience primary care provider turnover at a higher rate than the national average, and this can negatively affect their experience of care. Patients who experience turnover may feel that they have little rapport with their primary care provider, and may not see him or her as a realistic source of information about AAA repair. Third, with regard to age and comorbidity profile, our study cohort is slightly older and has more comorbidities than patients enrolled in large randomized trials comparing open and endovascular repair of AAA. Fourth, we did not specifically collect information regarding patients’ ability to access technology. Because some patients may not have access to computers or the internet, it is difficult to ascertain whether low rates of online health information usage are due to a lack of access or favoring other education modalities. Related to this issue, it is important to note that this analysis does not control for variations in socioeconomic status, education level, or geographic factors. This information was collected as part of the study, but the decision was made to leave the data blinded until completion of the enrollment phase of our trial when we will be able to draw more statistically powerful conclusions from it. These important challenges are an area of active study for our group and will receive significant attention in future analyses of the PROVE-AAA trial. Nonetheless, our cohort is representative of patients facing AAA repair in general and may help better understand the ways decisions are made in real-world practice.

CONCLUSIONS

Patients are commonly referred for AAA repair having little to no information regarding this pathology or repair options. Our study suggests that patients also are unlikely to search the internet or access other sources of information on their own; therefore, patients frequently present to their first vascular surgery appointment with minimal understanding of the treatment options that may be available to them. The ultimate responsibility for a fair and balanced examination of the advantages of open and endovascular abdominal aortic aneurysm repair rests squarely with vascular surgeons who treat patients with AAA.
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